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About This Game

A unique adventure game full of exploratory expeditions to the various underground worlds on different planets.

Travel with your Minaur through the game universe, discover new worlds, their unique environment and inhabitants. Lead your
Minaur safely through underworlds to gain knowledge and collect The Mighty Resource. Complete various quests, develop your
character, collect loot from various animals, and rescue your trapped mates. Reunite the Minaur Nation and become a legend!

It all depends on your in game decisions. The game has a nonlinear progress unique to each player.

Enjoy a blend of adventure, action and logical game with RPG elements.

Experience the atmosphere of unknown worlds, underlined by detailed graphic and sound design.

Discover hundreds of unique locations with living interactive environments, various animals and many hidden
surprises. Get all 147 available knowledge hints.

Take advantage of the environment and specific animal behaviour in your favor.

Learn, upgrade and use up to 28 special abilities.

Try to complete all 57 special Challenges and gain up to 20 Advantages, that enhance
different attributes of your Minaur.
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Avoid the fulfillment of the 14 Failures, that reveal your Weaknesses.

Gain up to 72 different Achievements and compete with other players.

The game is fully localized in 8 languages (English, German, Czech, Russian,
French, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian).
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Title: Minaurs
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
IIIDA Interactive
Publisher:
IIIDA Interactive
Release Date: 28 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Portuguese,Russian
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It's alright, but needs some work to be good.

Worth the $0.99.. All up, not a bad game, really short but its a good to waste time, theres no replay value and i recomend
configuring your own controls because the standed controls that the game has set for you and just annoying to use, if this game
is on sale for like under $1 then i recomend it, not a bad quick game to play from start to finish. My love for whole life. I
finished this game abou 200x and I will do it again everytime I need some good nostalgic relax. MDK was best game of year
1997 and still is one of the best action games in the world.. Have a Tattoo of this game, need I say more ?. really struggled to
100 percent but did it anyway : )
. This is the best game of cerdocornios in all the universe, the cerdocornio is so hot and sexy, when I was playing I had an
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 <3. So here's another one of those, I never write review reviews.. But SERIOUSLY.

As someone who has been DJing for years now, I never ever thought that I would someday see myself being able to literally load
up MY OWN music onto a pair of virtual CDJs and put on a show for other people via live-stream / recording. The system is
AMAZING! I expected terrible latency, I expected less than average controls, and I was SO WRONG. You can load your own
tracks, split audio between two sources (Which is great for recording/streaming if you don't want others to hear your cueing)
and THE CUEING system is so great. These things literally function like any club standard CDJs that I've ever played on right
down to the effects, quantize features, and the hot cues. It's AWESOME.

For anyone who is looking to utilize this as a beginners tool to learn or as a veteran looking for something completely different
and just totally cool, don't sleep on this program. I promise you, it's worth 20 dollars, maybe more.

This program is absolutely AMAZING. Please Devs, please don't give up on this project! I would love to see virtual shows,
custom avatars, and even custom party rooms! I can't wait to see where this goes. Thank you so much for reviving my will to
mix again after losing my decks.
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Space Giraffe has been on my radar for ages. Tempest 2000 is among my favourite games of all time and I was thrilled to
discover this one existed, which is not to say my expectations for Space Giraffe were sky high -- Jeff Minter makes thoroughly
interesting and idiosyncratic games and I knew I was going to like this one, but the reading up I'd done on Space Giraffe had me
a little cautious. Optimistic, but cautious.

I've only just begun to get into the game, but the tube shooty gameplay definitely delivers the smooth meltiness I was hoping for.
UI and configuration is kinda lo-fi but performance is superb. Further thoughts to come as more time goes in! Really looking
forward to getting to know this thing :)

If you're on the fence but you've played and enjoyed something Llamasoft in the past, you should probably play this.. This game
feels like it was designed by a 12 year old. The hit detection is terrible, the graphics/animations are mediocre, it's totally
imbalanced and just overall not fun.

Basically, this game is on par with free-to-play microtransaction moneygrab games, except it has a $15 up front price tag.. Not a
puzzler like Desktop Dungeon, although it feels like it, this game is an RPG that looks like it is from 1993. It is very addictive
and the poker hands to cast spells is very unique and an awesome game mechanic. Huge replayablility and quests.

Only drawbacks are the sometimes the game crashes or starts with a black screen and you lose everything. Sometimes the dev
could help. Othertimes you are SOL.

Anyway, this is a suprisingly deep poker-based RPG. It's also funny but not obnoxious. Love the concept, exploring, and battles.

I actually beat it and was hoping for more replayability after it, but no such luck.. I have to recommend this one, because
otherwise you might never hear about it. If you like both adventure games and puzzle games with ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥/amazing
writing, this may be the game for you. The ending is pretty rough, but all the way until then I really enjoyed this game..
Perfection.. It was fun, but somewhat boring -for me at least- (maybe too much Zup! games are existing?), but still enjoyable.
Also, I find the name idiotic. Zero 2? Come on! I can recommend this game, though. Worth the price.. It's like R-Type, but not
quite as good. Still, I enjoy it.. absolutely \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game - bad controls, bad mechanics, very
boring - don't be fooled by the nice screenshots - graphics is not so interesting in the game...
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